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Sometimes a blank space fills a gap in your
memory. Picking up the summer 2009 issue of
the now-defunct Review of Contemporary Fiction,
Fiction, I remember discovering Moby-Dick in my parents’ library. Their hardback copy
was missing the dust jacket, had a fleuron embossed on the red
pebbled cover, and was part of a series called ‘ The Ten Greatest
Novels of the World ’, edited by W. Somerset Maugham. (The
other nine were: Tom Jones,
Jones, Pride and Prejudice,
Prejudice, Wuthering Heights,
Heights,
David Copperfield,
Copperfield, Old Man Goriot,
Goriot, The Red and the Black,
Black, Madame Bovary,
Bovary, The Brothers Karamazov,
Karamazov, and War and Peace.)
Peace.) My
parents didn’t read much fiction, but we lived in a town in New
England, and of course whaling is part of the local history there,
and Herman Melville part of the mythology. Like the nautical
tchotchkes we had from Mystic, Connecticut (a nearby seaport),
Moby-Dick was part of the interior design scheme. Neither of my
parents ever finished it. As a boy, I was attracted to the book,
despite the weird and ornate writing, because it contained a dozen
or so full-colour illustrations on a glossy paper stock, interleaved
throughout the narrative—the publisher, John C. Winston in
Philadelphia and Toronto, specialized in postwar YA fiction.
Here was a burly shirtless man standing with one foot on each
prow of a double-hulled canoe, the sea the colour of ripe
figs. Here was a three-masted ship heeling to port in a
storm. Here was a dead whale illuminated at night by a lantern
hanging from a pole thrust into its blowhole.
Years later, I took the book with me to Amsterdam, where
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I read it in a drafty attic room one autumn, having little or no
money in my bank account, and nothing particular to interest me
in the city, a parody of Ishmael and his Manhattan spleen. As
I turned the pages, I had the impression that I was filling in the
narrative holes between the illustrations I knew so well. It struck
me that the illustrator, Anton Otto Fischer, chose not to depict
Captain Ahab, whose tormented spirit, Melville writes, ‘ was for
the time but a vacated thing, a formless somnambulistic being,
a ray of living light, to be sure, but without an object to color,
and therefore a blankness in itself ’. Moby Dick was rendered in
colour, ‘ a snow hill in the air, ’ while Ahab’s essential blankness
was not. I didn’t notice that Maugham had abridged Moby-Dick
Moby-Dick,,
as he had the other nine so-called Greatest Novels; without the
dust jacket, the only indication was a vague line in a note about
the series: ‘ In some cases, Mr. Maugham has felt that abridging
strengthens the stories by eliminating cumbersome dissertations. ’
Elsewhere, he wrote of his selection, ‘ The wise reader will get the
greatest enjoyment out of reading them if he learns the useful art
of skipping. ’ On behalf of his readers, Maugham had skipped
thirty-six of the 135 chapters in Moby-Dick
Moby-Dick,, and even retitled some
of the remaining chapters.
‘ The art of skipping ’ is a curious turn of phrase that simultaneously elevates —‘ art ’—and demystifies —‘ skipping ’—an
editor’s work. For an editor like Maugham, purveyor of middle-class diversion that he was, an abridgment is an advertisement: the missing parts should provide an impulse to read. A
more radical abridgment, Moby-Dick in Half the Time,
Time, was published by Orion Books in 2007 as part of their Compact Editions
series, to no little criticism. Six ‘ great classics ’ were edited to
‘ retain all the elements of the originals: the plot, characters, the
social, historical, and local backgrounds and the authors’ language
and style ’. (The other five, each abridged to under four hundred
pages, were: Vanity Fair in Half the Time,
Time, Wives and Daughters
in Half the Time,
Time, Anna Karenina in Half the Time,
Time, The Mill on the
Floss in Half the Time,
Time, and David Copperfield in Half the Time.)
Time.)
The editors excised forty-one chapters from Moby-Dick
Moby-Dick,, and large
portions of the remaining chapters. Gone was the preliminary

material—the etymology of the word whale and the many extracts,
famously attributed to a late consumptive usher and a sub-sub-librarian, respectively. Gone were many of the ruminative Shakespearean scenes on the deck. Gone was the lengthy consideration
of whiteness as the natural symbol of evil. Yet as Adam Gopnik
pointed out in the New Yorker in 2007,, ‘ The Orion Moby-Dick
is not defaced; it is, by conventional contemporary standards of
good editing and critical judgment, improved. The compact edition adheres to a specific idea of what a good novel ought to be:
the contemporary aesthetic of the realist psychological novel. ’ It
was, he cringingly quipped, ‘ all Dick and no Moby ’.
Published in the summer of 2009,, volume xxix , number 2 of
the Review of Contemporary Fiction was a playful rejoinder to this
aesthetic. The issue was, unusually, dedicated entirely to a single
long piece of fiction. Edited by author and translator Damion
Searls (who has edited an abridged edition of Thoreau’s Journal),
nal
), the fiction was titled ; or The Whale.
Whale. Apart from the prominent title, this special fiction issue looked identical to the review’s
other issues: same octavo size, same black cover, same $8
$ cover
price. In his introduction, after criticizing the Orion edition, and
archly describing the issue as ‘ a lost work from Herman Melville’s
major period, never before published, ’ Searls explains the text:
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While just as conveniently compact as Moby-Dick in Half the
Time,, ; or The Whale preserves ‘ all ’ the ‘ other ’ ‘ elements ’
Time
of Melville’s original Moby-Dick; or The Whale,
Whale, by including every chapter, sentence, word, and punctuation mark that
Anonymous removed to produce the Orion edition. To express
the relationship in scholarly, mathematical form: (; edition) =
(M text) – (½ edition). ; or The Whale thus forms a vital complement to the ½ edition. It also is, like the other abridgment,
a self-standing work in its own right.
Extravagant and meticulously composed, ; or The Whale is
the other half of Orion’s ‘ in half the time. ’ Put another way, it
reclaims unproductive time as integral to writing and reading.*
(Searls can’t resist calling it ‘ all Moby, no Dick. ’)
C
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Because Moby-Dick in Half the Time was skillfully edited for
readability, it follows that its mirror image is erratic and disjunctive—or ‘ even more watery, ’ as Searls says. The former
conceals any trace of its lacunae; the latter, from the start, does
not. Melville’s subtitle has become the title, the semicolon an initial pause, and, speculatively, a new designation for the elusive
whale. Instead of the famous opening sentence, which, as to be
expected, is also the opening sentence of the Orion edition, ; or
The Whale begins with an uncapitalized word: ‘ methodically ’. As
Searls remarks, ‘ methodically ’ is an apt first line, presenting ‘ the
book’s dominant poetic form ’: the extract. (By virtue of its placement, it recalls, too, the name Ishmael in Melville’s first sentence.)
Like the Orion edition, ; or The Whale is just under four hundred
pages of extracts; together, they make up Moby-Dick
Moby-Dick.. The neatness of the split, and the relation between the two halves, brings
to mind the two whale heads that are dissected in chapters 74 and
75,, each labeled ‘ contrasted view ’, and Melville’s reflection on
their eyes: ‘ The whale, therefore, must see one distinct picture
on this side, and another distinct picture on that side; while all
between must be profound darkness and nothingness to him. ’
I found reading Searls’s abridged edition to be an uncanny
experience at times, like briefly mistaking the room you wake up
in for another room. The two rooms, and two periods of time,
have merged in your mind, and for a moment you lose your bearings. There are entire chapters that are identical to Moby-Dick
Moby-Dick,,
chapters that are archipelagos of sentence fragments and digressions (the cetology and Biblical musings, in particular, have
become more salient), and chapters that are simply blank. Melville’s syntax now and again dissolves into a scatter of words, the
page dotted with narrative holes. Searls’s use of blank space is
restrained and methodical: missing text between words in the
same paragraph is indicated by four spaces, and missing text
between paragraphs by a single line break. A line break, then,
may indicate a missing paragraph or several. This results in propulsive, highly compressed passages, like this from the beginning
of chapter 81,, about the Pequod and another ship, the Virgin, giving chase to a pod of whales:
D
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at very wide intervals of latitude and longitude,
profound
, , rubbing their flanks as closely as so many spans of horses
in harness.
, humped by his comparatively slow progress, as well as in
advance,
, because the white-bone or swell at his broad
muzzle was a dashed one, like the swell formed when two hostile currents meet.
cumbrous
Throughout, the blank spaces were imbued with my memory of
Melville’s novel (or rather, Maugham’s abridged edition), now
vividly detailed, now hazy if not inaccurate. The methodical spacing and justified alignment, however, give the highly fragmented
passages an indexical quality, unlike other palimpsestic works
such as Ronald Johnson’s Radi os,
os, a strange and wonderful erasure poem based on Paradise Lost,
Lost, or John Cage’s self-explanatory
Writing Through Finnegans Wake.
Wake. Some chapters are condensed to
enigmatic one-word poems, like chapter 62,, ‘ The Dart ’:
hapless
Others are made up largely of punctuation, like chapter 117,, ‘ The
Whale Watch ’:
,
,
, face to face,
‘—’
E
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‘ , old man ’
‘—’
in the gloom
‘—’ —

The action of Moby-Dick in Half the Time is a constant, spectral presence. What Gopnik calls its ‘ taut, spare, driving ’ narrative is the negative space that gives ; or The Whale its dramatic
arc as well as its shattered form. Reflecting on chapters 28 and
29,, in which Ahab makes his first appearance, Searls points to
a fragment, ‘ soon “ —, ” ’ as the moving distillation of a poetics that culminates in the last three chapters, ‘ The Chase—First
Day, ’ ‘ The Chase —Second Day, ’ and ‘ The Chase —Third
Day ’. Only five pages long, they derive suspense from the interplay between text and rows and rows of punctuation. Moby Dick
appears fleetingly (‘ the glorified White Whale so divinely ’), as
does Ahab’s splintered whalebone leg, but an absence of words
predominates. The spectacular chase has become a dance of
quotation marks, em-dashes, commas, and semicolons, which I
associated with the pitchpoling motion peculiar to sperm whales,
as described in the footnote on page 340.. There are no whalers in pertinacious pursuit of Moby Dick. There is no mutilated
body lashed to its back. There is no wreck circling a vortex of
water. Made up entirely of punctuation, the last chapter ends—
or rather, pauses for the last time —with a lone, titular semicolon. The epilogue is the only completely blank page in ; or The
Whale,, and a memorable silence: even Ishmael vanishes into the
Whale
whiteness that appalls him.

*Although I purchased ; or The Whale soon after it came out, some ten years ago now, I was only prompted to
read it from cover to cover last winter, after receiving a postcard from the artist Daniel Gustav Cramer.
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